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Abstract
Quantum states of electronic systems inevitably have the internal degree of freedom, the spin, so do the
Majorana zero modes (MZMs). In this talk, I will discuss how to utilize the spin degree of freedom to
manipulate, braid, and detect Majorana modes. After a brief introduction to the conventional schemes
of detecting and braiding MZMs, we show that such schemes have counterparts based on spin
manipulation. For detecting MZMs utilizing their spin-triplet nature, we find an electric field driven DC
supercurrent which is dual to the celebrated flux driven Josephson effect. This phenomenon can be
combined with zero bias peak in the same device and give strong evidence of the existence of MZMs.
For braiding MZMs utilizing their fully spin polarized character, we propose to braid MZMs by locally
winding the Majorana spins, which topologically corresponds to twisting two associated worldribbons,
equivalent to worldlines that track the braiding history of MZMs. The braiding operation by winding
Majorana spins is robust against local imperfections such as irregular winding paths, the static and
dynamical disorder effects, which is a natural consequence of the intrinsic connection of our scheme to
topological charge pumping.
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